Introduction
For any field F with char (F) ^ 2, let WF denote the Witt ring of quadratic forms over F . If K D F is another field, with [K : F] < oo, and if j : K -> F is any nonzero F-linear map, then there is an induced Scharlau transfer map st : WK -y WF . Since st is WF-linear, its image is an ideal of WF . This ideal is known to depend only on Ä^ and F and not on the choice of 5 (cf., [S, p. 48, Corollary 5 .7]); we call it the transfer ideal of K over F, denoted ¿TK ,F . Since so many arguments in quadratic form theory involve passage back and forth between a field and nearby fields it is of interest to determine ^~K,F whenever possible. Yet, beyond the well-known formula when K = F(y/a) (then ^KjF = ann^f (1 ,-a) ), very little work seems to have been done on ¿7~K ,F . While it seems hopeless to determine ^KjF in general, there are some important families of field extensions for which we will describe ZTK¡F quite completely.
There are two particular questions, raised by D. Shapiro, which motivated the work presented here. They are:
1. If K = F(y/â~x~, ... ,y/ä~n) with each ai e F (i.e., K is a multiquadratic extension of F ) is FKjF = D"=1 ^(v^-)/F ? This would be a natural generalization of the basic case of K = F(y/a). Unfortunately, the answer to this is no in general for zz > 3 (though yes for zz = 2 ). We show in §2 that the validity of for any ax,a2,a3e F is equivalent to F satisfying the property Px(3) studied in [STW] , and to F satisfying the property CV (2, 2) of [SL] . The known counterexamples to these properties thus provide counterexamples to Question 1. On the positive side, we show in § §3-5 that the answer to Question 1 is yes if F is a local or a global field, or a field with Hasse number ü(F) < 2.
Is there a local-global principle for ZTK¡F when F CK are global fields'?
Since it is not difficult to describe 9~KjF for F C K local fields (we do this in §3), such a local-global principle would provide a reasonable way to determine £TK ,F for global fields. We show in § 1 that for certain fields including local and global fields 3~K,F is essentially determined by the image of the norm map mod squares: NK,F: K*/K* -yF*/F* . Thus, Question 2 becomes equivalent to the question whether there is a local global principle for the image of NK/F ; such a result would be a "Hasse norm theorem mod squares." We prove in §4 that the answer to Question 2 is yes if A" is a multiquadratic extension of F . Thus, for such an extension the Hasse norm theorem mod squares holds. This is somewhat remarkable since it is well known that the usual Hasse norm theorem does not hold in general even for biquadratic extensions. However, it will be shown in [LW] that Hasse mod squares does not hold for all extensions of global fields, including some with Galois group Z/2 Z x Z/4Z. Such extensions yield counterexamples to Question 2.
We thank D. Shapiro for stimulating our interest in the transfer ideal, and for asking us Questions 1 and 2.
We will generally follow the notation in [L] and [S] for quadratic form theory. Thus, if F is a field (always assumed of characteristic not 2) WF denotes the Witt ring of quadratic forms over F ; IF is the fundamental ideal of evendimensional forms in WF ; and InF denotes the zzth power (IF)" of IF. We write (ax, ... ,an) for the zz-dimensional diagonal quadratic form axxx + -r-£znx",and ((ax,... ,an)) for the zz-fold Pfister form (I ,ax)®---®(l ,an). The multiplicative group F -{0} of F is denoted F*. If q is a quadratic form over F , we write DF(q) for the set of values in F* represented by q.
General properties of the transfer ideal
Let K/F be a finite degree extension of fields, char( F ) ^ 2, and let £TK,F be the transfer ideal of WF defined in the Introduction. Our main goal in this paper is to calculate &~K,F in several interesting cases and we begin by defining some related objects. Definition 1.1.
(1) Let NKjF: K*/K*2 -+ F*/F*2 be the group homomorphism induced by the usual norm map from K* to F*. (For convenience, if a e K*, we set NK,F(a) = NK/F(aK*2), and write NK,F(a) = a e F* to mean NK/F(a) = aF*2.) (2) Let GK/F = im(NK/F) in F*/F*2.
(3) Let ^(GKjF) be the ideal in WF generated by all binary forms (1,-g) where gF*2 e GK,F. [L, p. 195, Theorem 1.6(2) ]. Lemma 1.3. If[K:F] is even, then st(WK) =st(IK) for any nonzero F-linear map s : K -► F.
Proof. We can assume K is a simple extension of F. If K = F(6) there is a transfer sm: WK -* WF with s,((6)) = 0 (see [L, p. 196, Theorem 1.7(1) ]). Then for any q e WK, s^q) = s,(q±(6)), showing st(WK) = st(IK). D
Proof. Take any q e W(K/F) and q e ^KjF, say q = s^(x) for xeWK. Then by the Frobenius reciprocity for the transfer, q-q = s^(q x) = s"(0) = 0. Thus, ^KIF ç ann W(K/F). To show ^(GK/F) ç ETK,F it suffices to verify (\,-g) G ^K¡F whenever g F* e GKjF. We may assume [K:F] is even by Lemma 1.2. We have g = NK/F(a) for some a e K*. Let E = F (a) , and let r = [K:E] . Then g = NE,F(a)r. If r is even, then g e F*2 and (1, -g) = 0 e ¿TK,F . Assume r is odd, so [E:F] is even. Then ETK¡F = ZTEjF by Lemma 1.2. So, using [L, p. 195, Theorem 1.6(1) ] (1 ,-g) S (1 ,-NE/F(a)) e FEjF = ^K/F , as desired.
G
The behavior of the transfer ideal under scalar extensions is known:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. (1) follows easily from, Lemmas 1.2, 1.3, and 1.6. Then (2) follows by (1) and Proposition 1.4. (3) Suppose q e E7~K¡F. Then d±(qx) = d±(q) e GK/F by (1) . So, qx = c(l,-d±(q)) e yKjF by (2) , and q2 = q -qx e ^KjF . Conversely, if qx e Qt(GK/F) and q2 e ^K,F , then q e ^K,F by Proposition 1.4. (4) This is immediate from (3) and Proposition 1.4, since every q e IF can be decomposed as q = ( 1, a) ± q2 where q2e I F . a
The description of the transfer ideal for a quadratic extension is well known: Proof. The formula for the norm yields GKjF = DF (1 ,-a)/F* . The exact triangle for a quadratic extension [S, p. 50 ] determines W(K/F) and shows ¿FK,F = ann W(K/F).
Since the annihilator of a Pfister form is generated by 2-dimensional forms [S, p. 74 The ideal ETKjF is generated by I-fold and 2-fold Pfister forms. (3) Although %(GK/F) c ¡TK¡F, equality need not hold.
Proof. The second equality of (2) Consideration of more general multiquadratic extensions will be deferred to §2. Lemma 1.7 reduces the determination of 3~K,F to computing GK,F and KjF ni F . We will be interested in cases where 3~K,F n/ F can be computed by signature conditions relative to the orderings of F. Let XF denote the (compact, Hausdorff) topological space of orderings of F (see [S, Chapter 3, §5] ). For any field K D F, let eK,F : XK -> XF denote the (continuous) function mapping an ordering of K to its restriction to F. If P e XF , then <p denotes the associated order relation of F , so P = {a e F \ a>p 0} . For q e WF, sgn^ (q) denotes the signature of q relative to P. The following theorem is given (in a somewhat more general form) in the thesis of R. Bos [Bo, p. 139, Theorem 6.9 ], which regrettably is unpublished at this time. We therefore give a proof, adapted from the one in [Bo] . We thank R. Bos for his kind permission to use his argument. Proof. Let A = im (eK,F). Then A is a clopen subset of XF since eK/F is both a closed mapping, as XK is compact, and also an open mapping by [ELW 3, Theorem 4.9], as K is finitely-generated over F. Take any P e A, and let Qx, ... ,Qk be the extensions of P to K. The number of extensions is finite, since it is bounded by [K : F] . Since {Q2, ... , Qk} is closed in XK , there is a neighborhood B of Qx with Qi £ B for i > 2. By choosing ß to be in the Harrison base of XK, we may assume that B is clopen. Then the characteristic function of B , X B: XK -<• {0,1} , is continuous. Let C(X,Y) denote the set of continuous functions from X to Y. By [ELTW, (6.6) , (6.8)] the trace map tr^.^ induces a function tr# : C(XK, Z) -> C(Zf , Z) given by for every P' in Xf . Let / = tr#( X B) e C(XF, Z). Then for all P', f(P') = \Bne~jF(P')\, so in particular f(P) = 1. Let Cp = ^(/"'(l))!-!^, a clopen subset of A^ containing Q,, and let Dp = eK,F(Cp). Then P eDp and eK,F maps Cp bijectively (hence homeomorphically as eK/F is closed) onto Dp .
Because A is compact the clopen cover {Dp | P e A} of A has a finite subcover DP],...,DPn. Let T;. = Dp¡ -\J~=\ Dp. , and let St = 6^ (7)) n Cp , for z = 1,2, ... ,zz. Then Tx ,T2, ... ,Tn form a clopen cover of A by disjoint sets. Further, each S¡ is clopen in XK and is mapped by eK,F homeomorphically onto Ti. Hence, \J"=X ^i ^s a cl°Pen subset of XK mapping homeomorphically onto A, as desired. D
Remark. It is shown in [Er] that if L is any finitely-generated (not necessarily algebraic) field extension of F, then there is a continuous section map a : XF -y XL such that eL/F °o = id. This theorem is also proved in [Bo, p. 140] , without the assumption of finite generation. The result in [Er] is insufficient for us here as we need that there is a section a with im (a) clopen. This is true when [L : F] < oo, but not in general.
For a field K, let strK denote the reduced stability index of K. That is, strK is the least integer zz such that l"+xK ç 21"K + WtK, where WtK is the torsion subgroup of WK. It is known (cf. [Br, Satz 3.17] and [ELTW, Lemma 8.3] ) that strK is also the least zz such that the total signature map sgn: I"K -y C(XK,2"T) is surjective. Recall that strK < 1 if and only if K satisfies SAP [Br, Satz 3.20] . Also, if K is not formally real strK = 0.
Consider the following hypothesis on a field F and an integer zz :
For every finite degree extension K of F, (*) +i /" K is torsion-free and strK < zz.
The fields satisfying (*) for zz = 1 or zz = 2 are those for which we can describe Z7~K,F n / F by signature conditions. Theorem 1.11. Let F be a field satisfying (*) for some integer n, and let K be any finite-degree extension of F. Then for any transfer st ' : WK -* WF, s*/F(l"K) = /"Fn^/f = {qe I"F | sgnp(q) = 0 for each PeXF which does not extend to K}.
Proof. Observe that s*/F(l"K) is the same for any transfer map; at times a specific choice of jf/f will be convenient. The inclusion s*/F(l"K) ç InFc\!TK¡F follows from [A, Satz 3.3]. The second inclusion ç follows from Knebusch s formula [S, p. 124, Theorem 4 .5] which says that for any q e WK, if s*'F is the trace transfer, then for any P eXF (1.12) sgnp(sKJF(q))= £ WQ(Q). Qee-jF(P) To show that the third set lies in st (l"K), first assume F is nonreal. Then we must show I"F ç s* (l"K). It suffices to replace K by Af where M is the normal closure of K over F . By Galois theory, Af is obtainable from F by an odd degree extension followed by a succession of quadratic extensions (followed by another odd degree extension if M is not separable over F ). Since Lemma 1.2 disposes of the odd degree extensions, we can reduce to the case of a quadratic extension L/E, where M D LD E D F , say L = E(yfc). We have InE ç ann^£ ((-c)) = ^LjE since l"+xE = 0 by (*). It follows that I"E ç s^'e(I"L) , since every zz-fold Pfister form in ¡TL ,E is the transfer of an zz-fold Pfister form from L, by [A, p. 459, Zusatz] . Now assume F is formally real. Let (l"F)( denote the torsion ideal of l"F .
To show (l"F)t ç s*/F(l"K) it suffices to verify (InF)t ç s^)/F(l"K(V^Î)).
For this, note that IHF(y/-l) ç s*{V^X],F{^](l"K(,/=î')) by the nonreal case above. In addition, we have (InF)t ç ann^,/r((l)) = ^.r^,^ as l"+ F is torsion-free. But (l"F)t is generated by torsion Pfister forms. (This holds when zz = 1 or zz = 2 by [EL , , Theorem 2.8]. For zz > 2 it holds as strF < n, by [K, Theorem 1] .) Therefore, it follows as in the nonreal case that (InF)t ç sF{s/^)/F(l"F(sf-î)) . Thus,
To complete the formally real case, let Y be a clopen subset of XK with Y homeomorphic to im(eK/F), as described in Theorem 1.10. Take any q e I"F such that sgnp(q) = 0 for all P e XF -im(eK,F). For i e 2, let C( = {P e XF | sgnp(q) = z'2"}. Then each C-is a clopen subset of XF and for N sufficiently large, XF = U/=_az ^t> a disjoint union. (2) hold:
(1) d±(q)eGK/F. (2) sgnp(q) = 0 for all orderings P e XF which do not extend to K.
Furthermore, if F satisfies (*) with zz = 1, then q e 3~K,F if and only if (2) holds.
Proof. If q e H7~KjF , then (1) holds by Lemma 1.7 (1) and (2) holds by formula (1.12).
Now assume (1) and (2) hold. Since d±(q) e GK/F , we have (1, -d±(q)) e %-(GK/F) ç !7~K,F . Therefore, for every P e XF which does not extend to K, sgn/)(l, -d±(q)) = 0 by formula (1.12). Let q = (l,-d±(q)) _1_ q e I2F.
Then s%np(q) = s%np(q) = 0 for all P e Xp -im^.^). So, Theorem 1.11 implies q e ^KjF ■ Since (1, -d±(q)) e ^K¡F , it follows that q e ^K,F ■ Now assume F satisfies (*) with n = 1. Then Theorem 1.11 shows q ê KjF if (2) holds. D
Recall that a finite degree extension of fields K/F is called a 2-extension if K is obtainable from F by a succession of extensions of degree 2. Corollary 1.14. Suppose F is afield with In+X F torsion free and str(F) < n, for n = 1 or n = 2. Then the conclusions of Theorems 1.11 and 1.13 hold if K is any 2-extension of F.
Proof. We first observe that for zz = 1,2 the properties (a) strF < n and In+XF torsion-free are equivalent to (ß) staF < n and F satisfies An+X .
(The absolute stability index staF is the least r such that Ir+ F = 2T~F. The field F satisfies Am when there are no nonzero torsion zn-fold Pfister forms over F .) As remarked in [ELTW, p. 1165] , when In+X F is torsion-free, strF < n if and only if staF < n. Hence (a) => (ß). On the other hand, strF < staF and for zzz = 2,3 property Am implies ImF is torsion-free, by [EL , , Theorem 2.8 
] and [EL2, Theorem 3]. So (ß) =» (a).
It is shown in [Le, Proposition 3.8 ] that the properties (ß) are inherited by quadratic extensions. (This is proved in [EP, Theorem 3.3] for the extension F(v/-î)/fr •) Hence, the properties (a) for zz = 1 or zz = 2, which we have assumed for F, also hold for every 2-extension of F . With this information, the proofs of Theorems 1.11 and 1.13 carry through unchanged. D
Remark. To cut down on the hereditary hypotheses appearing in condition (*), for zz > 2 we could replace (*) by the following condition: Assume /"+ K is torsion free for all finite degree extensions K of F , and strF < zz -1. For, from this hypothesis we recover (*) by the theorem of Bröcker [Br, Satz 4 .3] which says strK < strF + 1 whenever K is algebraic over F .
The transfer ideal of a multiquadratic extension
In this section we specialize to the case of multiquadratic extensions K/F. We give an inductive approach which will allow us to compute !TK ,f for K a multiquadratic extension whenever F is a local field ( §3), a global field ( §4), or a field with ü(F) < 2 ( §5).
For any field F and any a e F*, set NF(a) = im(NF,s¿yF) Q F*/F* . So NF(a) = DF((-a))/F*2.
The following notation will be used for Lemmas 2.1-2.3: Let F be a field, K = F(y/t\ , Vb^, ... , \/T\) for some bQ, ... ,bn e F*, and L = F(\fb~^).
Lemma 2.1. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) For any cx,...,cneF* ,if Ç)"i=x £>L(c(«-¿>;))) ¿0, then nt,%(H)))nF*/0.
Proof. If L = F, then b0 e F*2, so NF(b0) = F*/F*2 and (1) and (2) (2) * (1) Let / e fill DL(c¡ ((-b,) )), and let t = NL/F(l). We have ,) ) is defined over F, 0 = tf'Od-b,))) = r((-t,-b,)) for some r e F*. Therefore, t e n"=0 NF(bi) ■ From (2) we conclude there exists zzz e f|"=i ^z,(^,) suca mat NL,F(m) = t = NL/F(l). Since the sequence F*/F*2 -> L*/L*2 ^ F*¡F*2 is exact (cf. [L, p. 202]) there is a d e F* with dm/l e L*2. Thus, for 1 < i < n , d((-bt)) =L dm((-bt)) =L l((-bt)) =L c,«-/3,.)). This shows d e f)"=l D^c^-b^nF*, proving (1) . (1) =► (2) The inclusion ç in (2) Proof. The inclusion ç is clear, and the other inclusion follows by an easy induction using (2) Proof. The second equality follows from Proposition 1.8. In the first equality the inclusion ç holds as ^K,F ç ^F(\fb~)iF = ann{(-^,)) • F°r the other inclusion, take q e fl"=o &F{y/TT)/F ■ Tnen by Lemma 1.7(1), d±(q) e n"=0 GF(Sb7)/F = n"=o Nf(bj) = GK,F. Suppose P is an ordering of F which does not extend to K. Then some bi <p 0. Hence s%np(q) = 0 since q e ann((-/3/)). Corollary 1.14 implies q e 3~K,F . a
In [STW] a property Px(3) was considered. It was shown [STW, Proposition 2.8 ] that a field F satisfies property P,(3) if and only if condition (1) of Lemma 2.1 holds for all b0,bx,b2e F*. It was also shown in [STW, §5] that if F is finitely generated of positive transcendence degree over Q or is finitely generated of transcendence degree 2 or more over any field of characteristic 0, then F does not satisfy Px(3). These examples yield counterexamples to the first question of the introduction. Proof. Let K' be the maximal abelian Galois extension of F in K, and let L = F({y/a~\ae F*}). Then [L:F] = \F*jF*2\ < oo and E = K'nL. We have GK/F = GK,,F by [Se, p. 172, Proposition 3; p. 195, Theorem 1] and gk'if ' Gl/f = G e/f °y ße> PP-172-173, Proposition 4]. Since F* mod the group of norms from L* is isomorphic to the 2-torsion Galois group Gal (L/F) by [Se, p. 169] , this norm group contains F* . It follows from [Se, p. 172, Corollary] and Kummer theory that \F*/F*2 : GL/F\ = |Gal(L/F)| = \F*/F*2\.
Therefore, \GL/F\ = 1. In all, we now have GK/F = GK,,F -GK,,F • GLjF = GEjF, proving (1) . This shows, by Lemma 1.7(2) , that ¿7~KjF and !TE¡F contain the same binary forms. In addition, I2F ç fTKjF ç ETE¡F by Theorem 1.11. Assume E ^ F. Then, ETK = fT£ (see Lemma 1.7(4) ). Let E = F(y/ïïx-, ... JV/5p. Since W(E/F) ç W(K/F) we have by Theorem 3.1(2) and Proposition 1.4,
This proves the first sentence of (2) Proof. We may assume [L:F] = 2, and we may assume a,bx, ... ,bn are Z2-independent in F*/F* since the remark after Lemma 2.1 shows we can use any set of generators of F(\fb~, ... ,y/~b^) to prove the theorem. Let y, = c,(H>,)).
Assume there is an le f]"=x DL(y{). Let T0 be a finite subset of Cl(F) containing all infinite primes, all dyadic primes, and all finite primes p at which any of tz (a), vp(bx), ... ,v{btt), vp(cx), ... ,vp(cn) is nonzero. Let Tx be another finite subset of ß(F), disjoint from T0, such that, for each subset S' of {1,2, ... , n} there is a p€T, such that a $ F*2 and, for 1 < i < n, bi <£ F*2 if and only if i e S?. The existence of Tx follows from the Z2-independence of a,bx, ... ,bn, using the Global Square Theorem (cf. [OM, 65:17] ). Let T = TQ U Tx .
For each per,
property ( 1 ) Choose a p0 e Tx such that a £ F*g and, for 1 < i < n, bi <£ F* if and only if i e 5e. If n0 is any uniformizer for v , let t = n0r . Take any i e 5*. Then yiF is an anisotropic unit form, so t" e DF (v.) if and
only if r £ DF (y.). Nonetheless, for *po e ß(L) with ipo|p0, we have tpo e DL (y;) as bi e L*2 (since b¡ = a (mod F*2 )). On the other hand, if z' $ Jr then yjF is isotropic, so z-po, tpo e DF (y.). Set tp = rp for all peT{p0} . By this adjustment at p0 we have assured that for each i, 1 < / < n , {p e T\ t <£ DF (y.)} is even while tp e DL (yt) for each p eT and <p|p.
By the weak approximation theorem there is a t e F* such that t = tp (mod F* ) for each per.
Let R = {px, ... ,pk} be the set of primes p of Q{F) -T at which vp(t) is odd. Let SOI = RpeT pe{p} be a modulus (cf. [J, p. 107]) with exponents e(p) chosen sufficiently large that Fm , ç F*2 for each per.
(Here, Fm , = {c e F* I v (c) = 0 for each finite per and c = 1 (mod9Jl) }, cf. [J, p. 108] .) Let / be the part of the ideal group of F generated by £l(F) -T, and let i(Fm ,) be the image of Fm , in Im. By the Frobenius density theorem [J, p. 137, Theorem 5.8] or [W, p. 290, Corollary] there is a prime q e £l(F)- (TuR) lying in the coset of (p,.. .p^)-1 in the finite ray class group I /i(Fmx). That is, there is an x e Fm , such that (x) = (p,) • ■ ■ (pk)(q) in the ring of integers of F .
We claim that tx e f|"=i ^¿.(y,)1"1^*. This will complete the proof. It suffices by the Hasse-Minkowski Theorem [OM, 66:4] to verify that tx e DL (y¡) for each *p e fl (L) and each i. Take any sp e Q(L) and let p be the restriction of <P to Q(F) .lfpeT, then x e F*2 ; so, mod L*2, tx = t = tp e DL<(¡ (y.) for each i. If p e £2(F) -(Tu{q}), then y. is a unit form and vp(tx) is even, so tx e DF (y(.) ç DL (y(.). There remains only p = q . But note that by Hilbert's reciprocity law [S, p. 221, Theorem 5.1] (applied to ((-tx)) <g> yi ) for each i the set Si = {r e Cl(F) \ tx $ ^V, (?,-)} is finite of even cardinality. Also, we have just shown that S¡ ç T U {q} . But for v e T, xt = tt (mod F*2 ), so \S¡ n T\ is even by the earlier parity adjustment. Hence, q £ S, for each i, i.e., tx e DF (y.) ç DL (y(.) for each Q|q . This proves the claim. D Theorem 4.2. Let F be a global field, and K = F(y/a~x~, ... ,y/3~), for any ax, ... ,an e F*. Then, (D GKIF = Ç\lxNp(a,).
(2) rKIF = ft, ann ((-a,.)) = H"=1 ^yF •
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 2.2. Recall (e.g. from [L, p. 172, Corollary 3.9] ) that for any global field E, I3E is torsion-free and strE < 1 as E satisfies SAP. Hence, F satisfies (*) with zz = 2, so (2) follows from (1) (1) Let L = {c e F* | cpFp*2 e G%/fp for all <p € Q(E), p e Q(F), <p|p},
i.e., L is the group of local norms mod squares. Let G = {c e F* | cF* e GE/F}, i.e., G is the group of global norms mod squares. We say the Hasse norm theorem mod squares holds for E/F if LÇG. (2) We say there is a local global theorem for !TE,F if for q e WF, qp e fEv/Ft for all p e Cl(F), <p|p, implies q e FEjF .
Theorem 4.4. Let E/F be a finite degree extension of global fields. Then there is a local global theorem for ^.,F if and only if the Hasse norm theorem mod squares holds for E/F.
Proof. Suppose there is a local global theorem for ^E,F. Let c e F*, and suppose cpF*2 e GE jF for all p e Sl(F), sp|p. Then q = (1,-c) satisfies at> e "^E if ^or all P e ß(F), and hence q e ¡TE,F by the local global theorem. It follows that c = d±(q) e GE/F by Lemma 1.7(1), so the Hasse norm theorem mod squares holds for E/F . Now assume the Hasse norm theorem mod squares holds for E/F . Suppose q e WF with qp e ^/fp for all p e Q(F), «p|P-Then d±(qp) e GEv/Ff for all p e £l(F), so d±(q) e GE/F by the Hasse norm theorem mod squares. Let p be an infinite prime of F corresponding to an ordering P of F that does not extend to E. Then 9~E ,F = ¿7~c ,R = 0 since ann ((1)) = 0 in WR. Therefore, q = 0, which implies that sgnp (q) = 0. Since a global field satisfies (*) with zz = 2, Theorem 1.13 implies q e¿TE¡F . [OM, 65:23] it follows that cF* e f]"=i NF(ai) = GK,F by Theorem 4.2 (1) . This shows the Hasse norm theorem mod squares holds for K/F, and the local global theorem for !TK,F follows by Theorem 4.4. D Remark 4.6. Note that the extension Q(\f\3, v/T7)/Q fails to satisfy the usual Hasse norm theorem (cf. [CF, p. 360 ]) but we have just shown that the Hasse norm theorem mod squares does hold. However, this seems to be rather special to multiquadratic extensions. In a forthcoming paper [LW] we will show that for any odd prime q the Hasse norm theorem mod q does not always hold for elementary abelian o-extensions of global fields. We will also show that the Hasse norm theorem mod squares does not always hold for Galois extensions with group Z/2 Z x Z/2m Z, for m>2. This yields examples of extensions for which the local global theorem for the transfer ideal fails to hold.
The transfer ideal for fields with ü(F) < 2
We turn now to another class of fields for which we can compute the transfer ideal. Let F be a field with Hasse number ü(F) < 2. This means that every three-dimensional quadratic form over F which is indefinite with respect to every ordering of F is isotropic. Examples of such fields are algebraic extensions of R(x) where R is a real closed field or even a hereditarily Euclidean field. (See, e.g., [E, Ex. 4.9] , [ELP, Theorem I] .) Theorem 5.1. Let F be afield with ü(F) < 2. Then the statements in Lemma 2.1 are true for any b0, ... ,bne F*.
Proof. We prove (1) in Lemma 2.1. Let L = F(y/\\).
Recall that ü(L) < 2 by [ELW4 , Proposition 3.3] , since ü(F) < 2 and [L:F] < 2. For a e L*, let HL(a) = {P e XL | a >p 0} , where XL is the space of orderings of L. For any bx, ... ,bn,cx, ... ,cneF*, let n n Ei = U (HLÍ-bi) n H¿c,)) and E2 = U W-b,) n HL(-Ci)).
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